
Presenter
Presentation Notes
When people hear I’m from North Dakota I usually hear one of two things…I’ve never met anyone from ND before  “Well now you have….“I’ve never been to ND before”  “You should visit – just not in January or February…”North Dakota is rural –  to clarify being rural does not mean poor and it certainly does not mean trapped! In fact - North Dakota boldly defies these and many other stereotypesNorth Dakota is the only state in the nation to have grown younger in the past decade – reality is we are the only state in the nation whose dominant generation is Gen Y: 25-39 year olds – which is why our student population is growing.Our population is rising faster than that of any other state in the nation and our 2.4% unemployment rate - hasn’t risen over 4% in the last decade.People generally know our major industries are agriculture and energy - But it’s not just oil and gas. We have wind, hydro, coal and solar. We are # all of the above for energy.�What is NOT generally known about ND is:- Microsoft’s second largest field campus in North America is located in Fargo.- And Grand Forks has been designated a US Dept of Transportation Drone research and testing center.1st State in the Nation to adopt Computer and Cyber Security Standards grades K-12 -  1-gigabit connectivity to every school building in the state All of this plays into Fortune Magazine dubbing                                        ND America’s Most Undervalued Tech Hub!”We have over 25 languages other than English spoken in our schoolsThe Roosevelt family has chosen ND to be the Home of Theodore Roosevelt’s Presidential libraryAnd for you football fans out there – we are home to Carson Wentz of the Philadelphia Eagles.This level of growth, success, innovation and leadership does not stop with our industry successes and economic growth. It BEGINS in our schools, - 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
More and more frequently I get asked questions  like “What is going on in ND?!” How are you doing what you’re doing?! What makes your initiatives successful?!So I’ve had to give that question some serious thought. Because - really I didn’t know at first. We were just doing itAnd knew We do have to do things differently  because of our space and place – But what I landed on   - and what we figured out. Is that it is our Culture as a STATE that makes us unique and what makes it possible for us to work together and to move forwardThe Department of Public Instruction has translated that culture into 3 fundamental pillars that guide our work each and every day.Building RelationshipsCultivate OpportunityInspiring Growth
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Presentation Notes
North Dakota has a history of building strong communities that feed and fuel the world. Throughout our history, our children’s education has been a priority for North Dakotans – Our settlers built a church and a school before anything else - and education remains a priority today.ND settlers had a true “roll up your sleeves, work together and get the work done spirit!Our work ethic is rooted in the greater good and serving others which makes collaboration natural – it only makes sense that the Department of Public Instruction continues to lead that spirit today.
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The world no longer rewards young people for what they know. Almost everything we used to learn in school can be found using a cell phone. The world now only rewards people for what they can DO with what they know.So we had to ask – as a state  - how do we as a group of caring people committed to the students in ND help change our system?The 1st thing we needed to do was Remove the Barriers to InnovationIn 2013, As a state, we came together to devise a plan to give our public schools the flexibility and local control to personalize learning needs of all our students.Other states could provide this type of flexibility to charter schools, but charters are far less feasible in a rural and isolated state like ours.And in 2017 a bipartisan group of North Dakota’s elected leaders and diverse education stakeholders leveraged their relationships to turn their words into actions by creating a waiver program to eliminate state barriers to innovation with the passage of SB2186.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We again brought our educational community together  with some non-traditional partners to create a vision for K12 education in North Dakota. This is the first time in our state’s history that all K12 stakeholders came together to decide a common set of goals and outcomes we would work toward together.Those involved in this work were: students, parents, teachers, administrators, higher ed, business and community members, legislators, tribal leaders,  and educational union leaders.This vision continues to come to life through actionable steps by all partners.
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When we do this work NDDPI authentically embraces the voices of our number one customer: students.My first year in office it became clear to me there are long-standing communication opportunities for many stakeholder groups.But students’ voice was not among them.This was a gap I needed to close.So we created the first ever ND State Superintendent’s Student CabinetThis is not a “traditional student council” environmentIt is not a nomination process, it is an open applicationAnd the selection process ensures students with good AND not-so-good experiences with school serve as members.This helps us learn what is going well and we need to keep doing and what we need to stop doing. Our cabinet of young people in 4th grade through freshmen in college meets quarterly and the agenda is driven by the members.
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I soon realized we had another missing voice I needed to hear regularly – our families voice!If schools are going to be successful - Family engagement is not optional. It is, in fact, essential!And Engaging those who for whatever reason are disengaged is the most critical!If we could have done this transformation alone, wouldn’t we have done it decades ago?! What are we waiting for?Like our student  cabinet, this group meets quarterly and the agenda is driven by our family members.We never talk at these groups, we never use it as an opportunity to have them “sit and get” from usinstead, we intentionally listen and absorb This open and meaningful dialogue creates a clear line of communication and TRUST.It is saidn: Transformation can only happen through relationships and relationships only travel at the speed of trust.
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Much like our strong communities – North Dakota also has a history of cultivating opportunity. In 1922, when our farmers grew tired of shipping grain to Minneapolis only to be met with lower prices, our leaders took bold action in establishing a State-Owned Mill and Elevator. A conference like this highlights that we live in an opportunity-rich society  To share ideas and best practices.DPI prides itself in helping our local schools cultivate opportunities with local, state and national partner for their students.
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One of the best examples of this type of partnership is the work being done with the Bush Foundation and KnowledgeWorks 5 local school teams are pioneering personalized learning opportunities enabled by SB2186This is a  thoughtful, deliberate, 5 year process-driven journeyThis work will lead to a different pathway of student-centered education that can be scaled across ND  ensuring all students graduate CHOICE Ready.One of these schools of particular equity importance is - our Youth Correctional Center for Incarcerated Youth.



OPPORTUNITY
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Other Opportunity examples that speak directly to the heart of equity  include:Consistent and frequent government to government Tribal Consultations with our 5 Tribal Nations we share our borders with has lead to a 15 point increase in Native American graduation rates since I took office. Increasing from 57% to 72%  and still climbing! We have increased Opportunities for students and teachers through our partnership with National Math Science Initiative Which lead to a 77% increase in the number of advanced placement courses taken in math, science, English and computer science. The greatest increase occurred  for students of color and students living in povertyOur intentional partnership with Microsoft TEALS, Code.org, Palo Alto Networks, NICERC, and ISTE to have at least one teacher credentialed to teach, computer science, coding, or cyber security in every school building k-12 is getting more and more girls involved in this high-paying career pathway..Our Partnership with HESS’s truck program is bringing STEM curriculum and materials to every elementary school in the StateWe are Breaking down barriers to partner with our regional education associations and  our tribal council leaders to scale Community in Schools across ND to help our students and their families.Our tremendous partnership with our sister Agency  - the ND Department of Human Services has brought the greatest policy reform in Behavioral Health services to our state since the 1930’s!And Stay tuned – our next project with our state agency partners is to bring high quality early learning opportunities to families regardless of their zip code! Including DHS and Mayville State University, CDE, DPI project with Agilix’s Dawn.
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But with all this progress and growth we have seen We must not rest – We can and must strive for moreIt is our responsibility as the state education agency to complete the transition from regulatory and punitive  to inspirational support for transformation!
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Our ESSA plan’s foundation is based on the premise that ALL of our schools are in improvementWe are ALL in continuous improvementIt just so happens that some of our schools will receive more support and technical assistance if they are in need of Targeted or Comprehensive Support and Improvement.We chose to take the shame and blame out of this work – instead we choose to support and inspire!
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And as we talk about Inspiring Growth – We all know Leadership Matters!Meaningful, transformational, sustainable change happens for these children only when strong leadership is present.As we look to redefine the delivery of education, North Dakota is investing time, energy, and dollars into the individualized learning needs of our principals, superintendents, and school board members… Just as we are doing for our students.
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We can’t stop here - if we are truly going to be transformative we must look at the way we are measuring quality, success and progress.So we are looking to partner with courageous schools to explore a different way to begin doing assessments for accountability.



• Diverse state partners begin planning to bring statewide innovation to scale, Spring 2013

• Summer 2016 State Chamber, State Teachers’ Union and State Education Agency conducted a unified statewide 

tour to build support for SB2186, the Innovative Education Bill.

• Fall 2016 ND leaves NCLB behind; and embraces Choice Ready through our ESSA plan

• Spring 2017 SB2186 passes with strong bipartisan support  legislation passed

• ND Department of Public Instruction embarks on strategic planning process Summer 2017

• Formal Five-Year partnership with KnowledgeWorks and Bush Foundation begins in 2017-2018 school year

• 2019 Legislative Session, ND legislators adopt first ever Statewide K12 Strategic Vision

• Fall 2019 developed brand HARVEST INNOVATION ND that we could all rally around.
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I believe that North Dakota’s culture of Building Relationships, Cultivating Opportunity and Inspiring Growth will lead to a  world class system of education for us. Because our Children Deserve it!Ever since I began serving in education leadership roles I have shared the story of the massia tribe.I want to end my time today sharing that story with you. Share story – Masaii, The effects of our actions as a society, as a community, as a state and as a nation can best be tested by simply asking – “How are the children?”Today, I’m not sure I can honestly say that all our children are well… But I can say – I am committed to doing everything possible with all the energy I have to get closer to that goal.  This original handcrafted Masai warrior shield was given to me as a gift and hangs in my office.It reminds us to lead each day with courage and commitment – to our children.So wherever you are on this journey within your own system I sure you have realized there is a LOT to be done and overcome and you begin to wonder “Is it worth it”” I urge you to answer that question with another... How are the children?
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